[A comprehensive repository of mutation data and a clinical assistant decision system for hemoglobinopathy in the Chinese population].
Personal genomic information benefits from accumulated big data and its application is no longer limited to scientific research. Presently, it is undergoing the transformation to daily medical practice. Systematic arrangement, archiving and rational utilization of disease-related genomic information is an important foundation of future precision medicine. Hemoglobinopathy is prevalent in southern China, but its molecular pathological basis has racial specificity. To facilitate clinical diagnosis and genetic screening of hemoglobinopathy in southern China, we established the LOVD gene data management system for the variation and phenotype spectrum of hemoglobinopathy. Then we designed an integrated and efficient on-line auxiliary accurate diagnosis and risk assessment system in order to assist clinicians to make comprehensive diagnosis and genetic counseling in a short time based on cloud standardized annotated library of specific hemoglobinopathy variants and diagnostic repository. The methodology and experience of improving the clinical decision-making efficiency of diseases with big data and artificial intelligence technology can be used as an example in the clinical and preventive application of other diseases.